" … the primary customer of pharmacy education is the patient. Placing the patient at the center of the educational process is consistent with the concepts of pharmaceutical care, medication therapy management, the patient-centered home, and the oath of the pharmacist." continued on page 2
Preceptors Are Essential! Preceptors are essential in assuring the optimal preparation of future pharmacists, and ultimately, in improving the healthcare outcomes of the patients and populations they serve. Almost one-third of the PharmD curriculum is in experiential learning in real practice settings with preceptors.
Preceptors enable real life experience and reflection for pharmacy students that build competent, confident, compassionate professionals who will soon join our ranks as colleagues. As instructors, role models, and mentors, you guide and monitor students in the application of knowledge learned in the classroom to patient care in real practice settings; and you evaluate and grade the student's progress toward defined professional competencies and behaviors. You also influence the behaviors, opinions, and attitudes that students will carry throughout their careers. Holdford's paper addresses the core of important contemporary matters with which pharmacy educators struggle today and has garnered much attention. In fact, the 2015 Rufus A. Lyman Award was presented during the 2015 annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) to Holdford for this paper. Named in honor of AJPE creator Rufus Lyman, the Lyman Award recognizes the best paper published in AJPE in the previous year.
Access to the paper is available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3930251/
Preceptors Are Essential! continued from page 1
Clearly, the success of each student's experiential education is dependent on the selection of qualified pharmacists to serve as faculty in the field, or preceptors. 
TWO-WAY STREET OF PRECEPTING

DO YOU MAKE YOUR EXPECTATIONS EXPLICITLY CLEAR TO STUDENTS?
Prevent student challenges before they occur.
1. Review the syllabus and rotation evaluation/rubrics. 2. Identify your own expectations. 3. Make your expectations explicitly clear to the student, and reinforce them. 4. Call the school for guidance at any time.
For a template of expectations, go to your RXpreceptor account > Document Library > Forms, Tools, and References folder, and download a Word document entitled "Preceptor-Student Rotation Agreement". Four-page and 10-page templates are available for your use. Edit to suit your preferences, then require every student to read the agreement and sign it stating "I have read, understand, and will uphold the expectations expressed in this Rotation Agreement." And then it becomes your management tool when needed.
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are a set of quantifiable measures that a company or industry uses to gauge or compare performance in terms of meeting their strategic and operational goals and vary depending on priorities or performance criteria. 
Library Privileges: Online Access
Privileges to use VCU Libraries and VCU School of Pharmacy (SOP) resources are granted to officially appointed affiliate faculty preceptors who continue to be available to precept VCUSOP students and who obtain a V# (Banner ID), VCU eID, and password. After obtaining your unique V#, your VCU eID and password authenticates your access to and use of these resources.
Step 1: Obtain a V# (Banner ID) by completing the Personal Data Form (link) and returning it to OEE@vcu.edu
Step 2: Request your VCU eID (http://www.ts.vcu.edu/askit/email/eid/eid-finder/) and establish your password by following the steps provided.
eID Password Information: Requirements -Click http://www.ts.vcu.edu/askit/email/eid/eid-password-rules/ for a list of requirements for creating your eID password. Expiration -VCU eID passwords must be changed periodically. The initial password expires after a minimum of 90 days. After resetting your password following the initial setup, your password will expire every 365 days thereafter. Additional information about password expiration may be found at http://www.ts.vcu.edu/askit/email/eid/eid-password-expirations/ When you access a resource below, you will be prompted to provide your VCU eID and password at the Central Authentication Service (CAS) screen.
VCU Libraries Resources
Preceptors with a VCU eID and password have access for academic purposes to resources provided by VCU Libraries, including the 
